
GENIE® regulators have been designed and manufactured to meet requirements of standard EN ISO 2503. 
GENIE® regulators are approved for inlet pressure of 300 bar. Regulators approved for inlet pressures lower 
than 300 bar are not compatible with GENIE® cylinders. Any attempt to either modify or forcibly connect the 
regulator to the cylinder is very dangerous. Therefore the GENIE® regulators are the safest option for your 
GENIE® cylinder.

GENIE® cylinder regulators are delivered with flow - or pressure manometer. Since the regulators are adapted 
for the digital GENIE® cylinder, therefore there is no need for content gauge. The Linde GENIE® PRO regulators 
have constant outlet pressure even with variation in cylinder pressure. 

GENIE® regulators are smaller than normal regulators to ensure they fit within the handle footprint for  
optimized safety. The rugged brass body comes with a pressure relief valve for added safety. 

The regulators have been designed specifically for use with GENIE® cylinders featuring the Digital Intelligence 
Unit (DIU). 
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GENIE® standard regulators
Argon/MISON® green 300 bar 0–30 l/min W 30x2 G 3/8" 331273

Nitrogen black 300 bar 0–10 bar W 30x2 G 3/8" 331275

Nitrogen black 300 bar 0–50 bar W 30x2 G 3/8" 331276

Linde GENIE® PRO regulators
Argon/MISON® green 300 bar 0-10 bar W 30x2 G 3/8” 333914

Nitrogen black 300 bar 200 bar W 30x2 G 3/8” 333915

300 bar working pressure

Stable pressure

Optimized safety functions

Unique design 
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GENIE® cylinder extension handle 
The extension handle is designed for 
use in conjunction with the GENIE® 
cylinder wheel unit. The extension 
simply clips onto the handle area of 
the GENIE® cylinder and can then be 
extended to the length that is most 
comfortable for you.

Article number: 331283

GENIE® cylinder wheel unit
The cylinder wheel unit fits any 
size GENIE® cylinder. The cylinder 
simply slips into the wheel unit 
and is locked in place using 
two diametrically opposed claw 
clamps.

Article number: 331282

Regulator Linde GENIE® PRO 

Article number: 
333914 - Argon/MISON® 
333915 - Nitrogen


